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 control type of signal has been used quite widely in both inter-
urban and suburban service in the past. Present practice, how-
ever, seems to tend toward using it in suburban service only.
Some of the more recent types allow permissive following move-
ments by adding a device which counts the cars "in".and-"out"
of a block and does not permit the signals to return to " clear"
until all cars have been counted out. The signal aspects also
conform to the latest recommendations of the American Electric
Railway Association, namely:1
"Red:   Stop, do not operate trolley switch.
Green: Proceed by trolley switch to operate signal. Proceed if
green aspect changes to red light over yellow light on passing trolley
switch.
Red and Yellow: Block is occupied by a car running in the same
direction. Proceed by trolley switch and if yellow light changes to the
opposite side of the red one, proceed under control."
To give these aspects or indications four lamps are required,
one green, one red, two yellow. The yellow lamps are arranged
side by side just below the red one.
Steam Railroad Practice.—As the track circuit block signal
systems used with electric roads have been patterned after the
more simple steam railroad installations a description of the
latter will aid in understanding the former. The two rails,
Fig. 86, for a block in length are insulated from one another and
also from the adjacent rails of neighboring blocks by means of
insulating rail joints (C). The various rail lengths of a single
block are bonded together in a manner similar to that described
in Chap. XVII, but with much smaller wire bonds. A gravity or
storage battery D of 1 or 2 volts e.m.f., located in a manhole below
the frost line, is connected between the rails at one end of the
block. At the other end of the block a sensitive relay R is con-
nected across the two rails. This relay is usually mounted in
the base of the signal tower and thereby protected from the
weather. Where there is no train in the block the battery sup-
plies current to the relay by way of the two rails and the signal
is held in the "clear" position. As the first trucks W of a train
enter the block, however, the wheels and axles short circuit
the relay and it opens, closing the local circuit which throws
the semaphore and colored roundels into the "danger" aspect.
1 Proceedings A. E. R. A., 1913.


